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Overview

- Micro Services split monolithic applications into individual services that run across computing clusters.
- An immutable container image defines each container within a micro service.
- An image consists of a layered filesystem that holds the OS environment, an application, and any dependencies.
- We perform symbolic modeling over images in order to automatically derive stateful security policies.
- These policies express the side effects benign workloads would issue and allow a cloud operator to detect intrusions from container telemetry.
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- Consider a Program $P$, Input $x$, and Trace $T = \text{Eval}(P, x)$
- Let $\tau$ represent either network traffic or system calls made by $P$
- Use the following approaches to detect anomalies in $P$

Reference Monitoring
Define Model $M$ for $P$ and check whether $M, \tau$

Automata
Define Automata $A \vdash P$ and check whether $A$ accepts $\tau$

Data Mining & Machine Learning
Define Classifier $F$, Training Data $D$, and check whether $F(D) = \text{Benign}$
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